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An improved analysis of breakdown of thin liquid films 

J.~IKIELEWICZ (GDANSK) and J. R. MOSZYNSKI (DELAWARE) 

IN EARLIER papers a simplified model of breakdown of thin liquid films was developed on the 
basis of some very strong physical assumptions concerning the nature of the film prior to break
down and the velocity distribution in the rivulets which result from the breakdown. In the 
present paper the effect of relaxing these assumptions is investigated and it is found that for 
contact angles below about 60° the simplified analysis appears to be adequate, particularly in 
the light of uncertainties introduced by the condition of the surface. 

We wczesniejszych pracach wykorzystywano model rozrywania cienkich warstw cieczowych 
na bazie kilku bardzo silnych zalozen fizykalnych dotyezc}cych natury warstw przed ro- . 
zerwaniem i rozkladu pr~dkosci w strugach powstalych wskutek rozerwania. W niniej
szej pracy zbadano efekt zlagodzenia tych zaloi:en i wykazano, :le dla k~t6w ponii:ej okolo 60° 
uproszczona analiza jest wystarczaj~ca, w szczeg6lnosci w swietle niepewnosci wprowadzo
nych przez struktur~ i stan powierzchni. 

B 6onee paHHHx pa6oTax acnoJTh30BaHa Mogem, paspyi.UeHWI TOHKHX >IG~gKOCTHhiX rrneHoK 
Ha ocHoae HecKoJI»KHX o'tleHb Cl{JThHhiX $H:3H'tlecKH:X npegrronome:mrli:, Kacarorqaxcn rrpupoghi 
rrneHoK rrepeg BbiCTyiiJieHHeM pa3pyrneHH:H a pacnpegeneHWI cKopocreii: a noToKax, B03HH:
Karorqux acnegcrau:e paspyrneHH:H. B HaCTOHI.qe:H pa6oTe accnegoaaH s<t><t>eKT cMHr'tleHH:H 3TH:X 
npegrronomeHH:ii: u rroi<a3aHo, 'tiTO gnn yrnoa Hll>«e npH:MepHo 60° ynporqeHHbiii: aHaJIH3 
HBJIHeTCH ageKBaTHbiM, B 'tlaCTHOCTU: B CBeTe HeOnpegeJieHHOCTeH BBegeHHbiX qepe3 YCJIOB:He 
noaepXHOCTH. 

Nomenclature 

a, b, A, B, C, coefficients defined by Eqs. (3.10), 
er1v energy of rivulets per unit width, 

f function defined by Eq. (2.8h, 
Gt function defined by Eq. (2.7h, 
G2 function defined by Eq. (2.1lh, 

g gravitational acceleration, 
h film thickness, 

ht dimensionless film thickness defined by Eq. (2.11)1, 
hs+ dimensionless film thickness defined by Eq. (2.7)1, 
P, pressure in the liquid phase, 
Pv pressure in the vapor phase, 
R radius of rivulet, 
u velocity, 
X ratio of wetted to total surface in rivulet regime [cf. Eq. (2.4')] 
x coordinate parallel to surface, 
y coordinate normal to surface, 
z complex variable, 
C complex variable ( = ; + irJ), 
0 contact angle, 
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A. rivulet spacing, 
p, viscosity, 
v kinematic viscosity, 
e density, 

J. M:oaELEWic.Z and J. R. MoszvNsKJ 

a 1, surface tension between liquid and vapor, 
as1 surface tension between solid and liquid, 

r shear stress, 
<P function defined by Eq. (2.8)1 , 

tp integration variable, 
V' function defined by Eq. (2.12). 

1. Introduction 

IN EARLIER papers [1 , 2] the authors developed a theoretical model for the breakdown 
of thin liquid films driven, respectively, by shear at the free surface or by gravity. The 
model is b~sed in part on the work of BANKOFF [3] and HOBLER [4, 5]. It assumes that an 
initially smooth laminar film flows isothermally down a vertical surface. Under certain 
conditions the film ruptures forming a series of rivulets whose cross-sections under the 

A 

--.-,a ,.I 
/" 

A-A 

8-B 

FIG. 1. Schematic of film breakdown. 

assumption of the model are circular segments, as shown in Fig. 1. It is considered that 
for the rivulet configuration to remain stable three conditions must be satisfied: 

1. The mass flow in the original film and in the rivulet configuration must be the same. 
2. The total energy of the original film and of the rivulet configuration must be the 

same. 
3. The total energy of the rivulet configuration must exhibit a local minimum. 
Here, by "total energy" we mean the sum of the kinetic energy and the surface energy 

of all interfaces in the system. 
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A further assumption made in references [1, 2] is that in the rivulets the velocity 
distribution at any transverse location x is the same as would occur in a uniform film of 
thickness h(x) corresponding to the rivulet depth at that point. 

While the experimental data available in the literature are hardly adequate to allow
a full test of the model, the limited comparisons possible seem to be encouraging. This
is particularly so if one considers the implications of some of the assumptions made. It is 
the purpose of the present paper to investigate the effect of relaxing some of the most 
drastic assumptions, particularly those concerning the smoothness of the film and the 
velocity distribution. 

2. Summary of simplified model 

Only the most important features and results of the analysis of references [1, 2] wilt 
be given here for ease of reference. 

Under the assumption of constant temperature and vertical flow, the equation for the 
pressure difference between the liquid in the rivulets and the surrounding vapor 

(2.1) 
20' 

P1-P" =R 

leads to R = const. 
The three conditions listed in the Introduction may be formulated as follows: 

h RsinO h(x). 

(2.2) f eu(y)dy = -} f f eu(x, y)dxdy; 
0 0 0 

h 

(2.3) f ~ u2 (y)dy+ Crsf+ a,, = erlv 

0 

Rsin8 h(x) 

= ~ J J u2(x, y)dxdy+ [2~0 +cosO 
0 0 

(2.4) aeriv = 0 
ax ' 

where 

(2.4') 
2Rsin0 

X= A 

The three parameters of interest: the film thickness at breakdown h, the radius of re
sulting rivulets R and their spacing A can be determined from Eqs. (2.2),' (2.3) and (2.4). 
In practice the equations are recast yielding in the case of shear driven flow with the veloc
ity distribution 

(2.5) 
T 

u(y) = -y 
f' 
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the following equation for the dimensionless film thickness ht : 

(2.6) 

where 

(2.7) 

and 

(2.8) 

[ 

(!7:2 ]1/3 
ht = 6 2 h, f' (Jfg 

_ _ 2 3 [f(O) ]
213 

sinO [ 0 ]
113 

Gl (0) = 3. 2 I sinO cj>(O) sinO -cosO ' 

0 

c/>(0) = f (cOSVJ-COs0)2cOS1jJdtp, 
0 

fJ 

f(O) = f (cOS1p-COs0)3 COS1pdVJ. 
0 . 

In the case of gravity driven flow the velocity distribution is 

(2.9) 

and the equation for the dimensionless film thickness ht becomes 

(2.10) 

with 

(2.11) 

and 

(2.12) 

[ 

(!3g2 ]1/S 
ht = 1Sp,2afg h, 

5 [ 2 ]
315 

sin0 [tp (0)]
3

/
5 

[ 0 ]
2
1

5 

G2 (0) = 2 · T f(O) sinO sinO -cosO ' 

fJ 

tJf(O) = J (cOS1p-COs0)5cosVJdtp. 
0 

In Eqs. (2.6) and (2.1 0) the leading terms represent the kinetic energy of the smooth, con
tinuous .films. The last term in each equation accounts .for the kinetic and part of the 
surface energy of the rivulet systems, while the middle terms account for the remainder 
of the surface energy of the rivulet system and for the whole surface energy of the films. 

It should be noted that for contact angles 0 in the range from 0 to 90° both Eqs. (2.6) 
and (2.1 0) yield only one physically significant root, the others are either negative or imag
inary or imply X > 1. 

Among the most drastic assumptions stated above are those concerning the velocity 
distribution in the rivulets and the smoothn~ss of the films. Their effect will be investigated 
below. 
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3. Effect of improved velocity distribution in the rivulets 

3.1. Shear driven flow 

The velocity, u(x, y), normal to the rivulet cross-sections shown in Fig. 2a is governed 
by the equation 

(3.1) 

with the boundary conditions 

(3.2) 

on the outer surface ABC. 

o z-plcne 

u = 0 at y = 0, 

ou 
t-ta; = -r 

b ~-plane 

FIG. 2. Rivulet cross-section in the physical and transformed planes. 

We assume for simplicity that RsinO = 1, so that on ABC 

(3.3) x 2 +y2 +2ycot0 = 1. 

The problem is solved by mapping the physical . z-plane conformally into the 7}-plane, 
shown in Fig. 2b, with the aid of the function 

(3.4) 

so that 

(3.5) 

z-1 
C=ln

z+1 

In the C-plane the transformed problem to be solved is 

(3.6) 

with the boundary conditions 

u = 0 at c = cl = ~+in, c = c, =~-in, 
(3.7) ou ou i 1 

ac - ac = 2t-ti c c 
sinhysinhT 
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at 

c = c2 = ~+i(n-0), c = '2 = ~-i(n-0). 

The solution of the problems formulated in Eqs. (3.6) and (3. 7) may be written 

(3.8) 

or 

(3.9) 

where 

(3.10) 

[ ( ') ( c)] T . 1 coth 4 1 coth 4 
u=- --In --- ---In ---

2ip, c c2 c -
sinh ~- coth 4 sinhf coth ~ 

p,u 1 [ A
2
+B

2 
[ _ 1 B _1 C]] 

-; = 2 aln A2 +C2 +2b tan A -tan A , 

~ () 
cosh-cos-. 2 2· 

a = ----=-------::::-
~ () ' 

sinh2 T + cos2 T 

. h ~ . () 
SID TSID2 

b = ---~--------::()- ' 

sinh2 T + cos2 T 

A . h ~ . n+1J = sm 2 cos-
4
-, 

B h ~ . n+rJ . n-rJ 
= cos 2 sm -

4
- + sm -

4
-.- , 

C h 
~ . n+rJ . n-rJ 

=cos 2 sm-
4
--sm-

4
-. 

In particular, on the cenlerline of the cross-section of the rivulet~ = 0 and thus 

(3.11) (
"") = In (tant) . 
T E=O () cos-

2 

For contact angles of 30°, 60° and 90° Table 1 shows a c·omparison of the centerline 
velocity calculated from Eq. (3.11) with the straight line profile in a film. In attempting 
to compare the approximate calculations of mass flow and kinetic energy of referen
ces [1,_ 2] with the present results, we have calculated these quantities under the assumption 
that in each case R sin() = .1. A comparison of the approximate and present, more exact, 
mass flow. calculation is shown in Fig. 3 and that of kinetic energy in Fig. 4. It may be 
concluded that the error in kinetic energy for contact angles of less that 60° does not exceed 
20%. 
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Table 1. 

p.u 
-=y 

T 

'1 

p.u(O, rJ) 
----

T 

p.u 
- =y 

T 

'1 

p.u(O, rJ) 

T 

p.u 
-=y 

T 

'1 

p.u(O, 1'}) 

T 

1.0 

0 .8 

~ 
PT 0.6 

0.4 

0.2 

0 
0 

ll* 

0 = 30° Ymn = 0.2679 

0.05 0.1 0.2 0.26.79 

3.0417 2.9423 2.7468 2.6181 

0.0517 0.1033 0.2057 0.2741 

0 = 60° Ymu = 0.5774 

0.1 0.2 0.2679 0.5774 

2.9423 2.7468 2.6181 2.1089 

0.1152 0.2294 0.3058 0.6246 

0 = 90° Ymu = 1 

0.1 0.2 0.2679 0.5774 0.8 

2.9423 2.7468 2.6181 2.1089 1.7921 

0.1412 0.2810 0.3745 

____ Present Solution 

__ Approximation 

10 20 
e (degrees/ 

0.7650 

Fro. 3. Shear driven flow. Mass flow. 
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1.0362 

/ 

I 
I 

I 
I 

I 
I 

I 

1.5708 

1.2464 
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0 .3 

_- __ Present Sol ut i on 

--- Appr oximat i on 

0 .2 

0 .• 

I 
I 

I 
I 

I 
I 

I 
I 

I 
I 

OL_~-==d===±===x~~--~--~--~~ 
0 10 20 30 40 90 

8 (d eg rees) 

FIG. 4. Shear driven flow. Kinetic energy. 

3.1. Gravity driven flow 

With a falling film on a vertical surface Eqs. (3.1) and (3.2) are replaced by 

(3.12) 

with the boundary conditions 

(3.13) 

on the outer surface ABC. 

V2u+ .!__ = 0 
1f 

u = 0 at y = 0, 

ou = 0 
on 

Using the same mapping function, as in the previous case, Eqs. (3.12) and (3.13) 
transform into 

{3.14) 
o2u g 1 

2--- +-- = 0 ac ac , (coshC -1) (coshC -1) 
and 

u = 0 at c = c 1 = ; +in, 7; = 7; 1 = e- in, 

(3.15) ou = ou - ou = 0 
O'IJ oC ar· at C = Cz = e+i(n-0), 7; = fz = e-i(n-0). 

The solution of the above problem may be written 

where 

(3.17) 1'.(1-) = coshC + 1 = hi_ 
J ' ~., sinh C · cot 2 
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or 

[ 
1 cosh ~ - 1 I cosh~ + c,os 'YJ sinh 2 ~ 
Tcosh~+1-T cosh~-cos'YJ- sinh2~+(cos0+1)(cosh~+·i)· 

(3.18) 
uv 
g 

+ 0 . 
sinh2~ +sin'Y}sinO ] 

sinh2~+4cos2 i sin2 

2 - (cosn-cosO) (cosh~+ 1) 

The centerline velocity distribution is given by 

g u~= 0 = - 2 I -cos - . 0 · (3.19) v I ( l +cos_'YJ sin17 sinO ) 

'YJ 2 cos2 i sm2 

2 -cosn+cosO 

0.4 

0.2 

----Present Solution 

__ Approximation 

0 o~--~10~--~20~~3~0~==4~0~~~--~~~~~~---~ 

8 (degrees) 

FIG. 5. Gravity driven flow. Mass flow. 

0.06 

0.05 Present Solution 

Approximation 

0.04 

0.03 

0.02 

0.01 

8 (degrees) 

FIG. 6. Gravity driven flow. Kinetic energy. 
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After some algebraic transformations · it may be shown that the centerline velocity given 
by Eq. (3.19) is identical with the parabolic velocity distribution assumed for the film for 
all contact angles. 

Figures 5 and 6 compare the mass flow and kinetic energy calculated respectively with 
the aid of the simplifying assumptions of references [1, 2] and from the present, more 
exact theory. It may be noted that while for contact angles below about 60°, the errors 
are quite small; they increase very rapidly for contact angles approaching 90 degrees. 
Although the actual values of the contact angles, to be used in applications of most imme
diate interest to the present authors, are still somewhat uncertain [6, 7], it would appear 
that for rivulets of water on "clean" metallic surfaces these angles are not likely to 
exceed 60°, rendering the earlier approximations acceptable. 

4. Effect of film waviness 

One of the most severe assumptions in the simple model of film breakdown is that the 
film is smooth and laminar. This is contrary to almost all available evidence, cf. for exam
ple references [8-10](1), which indicates that more or less complex wave patterns 
persist on thin films even at very low velocities and film thicknesses. The waves may be 
transverse, horseshoe-shaped and even longitudinal, as observed by several investigators. 
Any attempt to take these, often almost random, wave patterns into account in the theory 
would present a formidable undertaking. An alternative, although admittedly less satis
fying approach, would be to investigate the effect of changes in the various computed 
quantities, which we might expect to be due to the film waviness, on the ultimate predic
tions of the model. This is the path adopted here, if only to provide a feeling for the magni
tudes of effects to be expected. 

As has been mentioned earlierthe leading term in Eqs. (2.6) and (2.1 0) accounts for the 
kinetic energy of the film. It is assumed that the waviness of the fil01 may be responsible 
for the kinetic energy being actually somewhat larger than that computed fm: a smooth 
film of a given mass flow. This term was thus multiplied by a factor (1 +a) with et in the 
range from 0 to 0.4. 

The second term in Eqs. (2.6) and (2.1 0) accounts for the difference between the surface 
energy of the film and the rivulets. A waviness of the film would lead to an increase in the 
surface energy of the film and thus to a modification of the second term from (1-cosO) 
to (1 +P-cosO) with pranging from 0 to 0.3. 

Finally, very laborious calculations would be necessary to account for the more exact 
velocity profiles calculated in the preceding section for the rivulets. Instead, the effects 
of resulting increases in the kinetic energy of the rivulets could be investigated by 
allowi~g IX and p to take on negative values. 

The results of these calculations are shown for contact angles of 30° and 60° in Figs. 7 
and 8. It should be noted that for some contact angles the full range of variation of IX and P 
led to the disappearance of physically meaningful values of the minimum film thickness. 

(1) This listing of ~xperimental investigations of thin liquid films is only a small sa~ple of a very rich 
literature. More extensive bibliographies are given in the references cited. 
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In general it may be stated that errors in the calculation of kinetic energy of the film appear 
to l!ave a weaker effect on the values of h+ than errors in surface energy. The latter, in addi
tion, are more important at low rather than at high values of the contact angle. 

----8 =60° 

-- 8=30° 

---

{3=-0.10 0 .2 

-0.4 -0.2! 0 +0.2 

FIG. 7. Shear driven flow. Effect of errors due to 
film waviness on minimum film thickness. 

5. Conclusions 

{3=-0.05 

0.4 

{3=-0.10 

0 .2 

·0.4 -0.2 0 +0 2 +0.4 

FIG. 8. Gravity driven flow. Effect of errors due 
_to film waviness on minimum film thickness. 

The calculations reported here appear to support the simple model adopted in · 
references [1, 2], indicating that refinements of the type outlined would introduce minor 
changes at the expense of much computational effort. A further consideration arguing 
against too elaborate niodeling attempts is the inherent uncertainty as to the effects of sur-
face i~purity and roughness. . 
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